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Abstract-In this note, we consider the dynamic that appears when we unfold a quadratic degen- 
erate homoclinic point of a generic one-parameter family of endomorphisms fP. This is done through 
a resealing technique. Among other facts, it follows from our theorem the abundance of strange 
expanding sets. @ 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Homoclinic points (orbits) of diffeomorphisms have played a central role as a mechanism to create 
chaotic dynamics. Unfortunately, not all phenomena in real life are modeled by diffeomorphisms. 
There exist many of them which are modeled by endomorphisms (maps with nonunique inverse, 
as opposed to diffeomorphisms). In this paper, we study homoclinic bifurcations in endomor- 
phisms. We first define what we mean here by a homoclinic point in this case. So let f be a C’ 
endomorphism of a compact manifold M. Assume that there exists repeller n-periodic point p, 
i.e., fn(p) = p and all eigenvalues of of”(p) are outside of the unit circle. We say that q E M 
is a homoclinic point of f associated to p if there exists an integer N > 0, such that fN(q) = p 
and q E IV‘(p) := {PO : 3 {P_~}? with f(~_~) = p-,+1 and p_, ---) p when n --+ oo}. Observe 
that W‘(p) is the set of points whose preorbits die in p. We call q a nondegenerate homoclinic 
point if det DfN(q) # 0, degenerate in the other case. Analogously to what happens in the 
diffeomorphism case, if the homoclinic point is nondegenerate, it persists under perturbation of f 
and it can be proved (see [1,2]) that the positive orbit of q, O+(q) := {fn(q) : n 2 0) belongs to 
an invariant hyperbolic Cantor set whose dynamics is well known. 
Here, we will treat what happens when q is a degenerate homoclinic point. First, let us 
introduce some notation for the degenerate case. Let 1 := {p E M : det Of(q) = 0) be the 
critical locus of f. When q is a degenerate homoclinic point then q E 1. We call q a quadratic 
degenerate homoclinic point if q is a fold type point, i.e., f,“(zi, . . . ,x,) = (yi, ~2, . . , yn) = 
(& 22,. *. , z,) in local coordinates (21,. . . , z,) near q and (yi, ys, . . . , yn) near pa. The set of 
endomorphism f which exhibits a quadratic degenerate homoclinic point is a codimension one 
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submanifold of End’(M) , r 2 1. To study this situation, we consider one-parameter families 
which meet transversely this submanifold. So let pc be the repeller periodic point off to which q 
is associated. Now let fp : M w, p E (--E, c), and E > 0, be a C” one parameter family such that 
for p= 0, fe = f. Because of the Implicit Theorem, we have a continuation of pc, i.e., for each p 
there exists a repeller fixed point of fp. In the same way, let I, be the continuation of the critical 
locus. Assume that for p= 0, q is a quadratic degenerate homoclinic po$t associated to po, we 
say that f,, unfolds transversely the quadratic homoclinic point q if $$(O,q) is transversal to 
TpO fN1. Now, our theorem is as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let fti : A4 c-’ be a C” family of mappings which unfolds transversely a quadratic 
degenerate homochnic point q associated to the repeller fixed point pe. Let 1 < (or ( 5 (cT~( 5 . . e 5 
Ia, ( be the eigenvalues of Dfe(pe), then for each r > 3 if the eigenvalues ui satisfy nonresonant 
conditions1 there exists 7% such that: 
0) 
(ii) 
if ~1 E W, then for m > ?ii there exist intervals I,,, c (--E, E), such that for each p E Im 
there exists a CT normally expanding curve S,,, which is invariant under fr+N, where 
foN(q) = pe. Moreover, fFs” ) S,,, is CM conjugated to a one parameter family fa,m : 
R c-’ which converges to the quadratic family Q,(y) = a + y2 in the C’ topology; 
if o1 E (6, then there exists a sequence rni -+ 00 such that there exist intervals Imi E (-E, E) 
for which the thesis of Item (i) holds for fpi+N. 
Here, we say that an invariant curve S in M is normally expanding if there exist two con- 
stants K, X with K > 0 and X > 1 such that IlDf”(u)II > KX”, for all n 2 1 and for all 
v$TS. 
From Theorem 1, we get a lot of conclusions on the dynamics near the homoclinic orbit O(q) for 
perturbations of f. At least, we can see all the dynamics which can be obtained as perturbation 
results of the family Qa. 
One of the important dynamical behaviors of the quadratic family is the abundance of strange 
attractors [3,4]. Here for a strange attractor of a map f, we mean a compact invariant set A 
which is invariant by f, whose stable manifold Ws = {p : fn(p) --f A, when n --t 00) contains 
an open set and such that f has a positive Lyapunov exponent. Abundance is understood here 
as the phenomenon holds for a positive Lebesgue measure set of parameters. The abundance 
of strange attractors holds for perturbations of the quadratic family, see [5]. This result and 
Theorem 1 gives the following. 
COROLLARY 2. Let fcL : M c-’ be a smooth family of maps which unfolds generically a quadratic 
degenerate homoclinic point, then there exists a positive measure set of ,u-values near p = 0 for 
which fp exhibits strange expanding sets. 
Here for a strange expanding set we mean: an invariant compact set for which there exists a 
dense orbit fn(x), such that IlDf”(x)II > ecn, for some c > 0 and for all n 2 0. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The proof of Theorem 1 is done roughly in the following way. We consider the Poincare first 
return map Pfi,m = fpm 0 fpN, where foN(q) = p. For m big enough, we are going to rescale in 
a neighborhood near enough of q such that Pp,m looks as a family of maps which presents a 
quadratic behavior along the kernel direction and an expanding one on the other directions. For 
such a family, the next proposition gives us the existence of smooth curves which are invariant 
for the family. So Theorem 1 follows from this proposition. 
lIf for each j, there is no relation between 1~41 of the following form ni juilri = (ujl with ri natural positive 
numbers. 
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PROPOSITION 3. For R, K > 0, let & : [-R, R] x [-R, RI+’ W, a E [-K, K] be a C’ one- 
parameter family of mappings which has the following form: 
h(~l,~n-1) = (m(a) + W(~)YI +~;(j'%)n-~~n-l)~ + Rl(a,yl,yn-I), 
(N(a)+Len--lb--l + R2(a, y1,yn-1)) , 
where 
(i) cpi, i = 0, 1, are C’ functions; 
(ii) if 7r : Rn + (0) x P-l is the C anonical projection, then N(a),_1 : !lP-’ -+ IP and 
7r 0 N(a),_1 : IF-’ w are injective linear transformations. 
(iii) &(a,~l,~,+l) = Q&(a,yd + fi2(a,yl,~~-d, and [n 0 N(a>n-$1QR2 contain only 
terms of the form const + $(a)$ in each coordinate. Assume that for p > cy > 0 and t 
big enough, there exist positive constants Ci, i = 1,. . . ,5 such that 
(a) llW(~)n-l~n-~hll~~ < Cl and II(N(u)~-~Y~-~)~-~IIcP > Cz to, 
(b) IIRlllcr < C3 and II[r o PJ(u),+~]-~&I~c~ < CqP--/3, then there exist Ro and h, : 
[-&,&I + v--l a C’ mapping such that its graph S, := {(yl,&(yl)) : yl E 
[-&, Ro]} is local invariant by &, i.e., $@(Sa) n [-Ro, Ro] x Iw”-’ c S,. Moreover, 
llha - [X o N(u),_~]-~QR~J~~~ < C, Y4. 
PROOF. See Section 2.1 of [6] or (7, Example 111.2, pp. 68,691. I 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let the eigenvalues of Dfo(p~) be 1 < 10~) 5 1~~1 5 ... < 1~~1. 
Generically, we can assume that all of oi are different. We are going to prove Item (i) and 
afterwards we will sketch the necessary changes in the proof of Item (i) in order to get the proof 
of Item (ii). 
PROOF OF ITEM (i). Let (~1 E R, in this case we assume that o1 > 0, since the other case is 
reduced to this by taking ,fi. Let T 1 3 be given. As the family fP is CM, if the eigenvalues 
satisfy enough nonresonant conditions, we find (see, for example, [S]) a C’ change of coordinates, 
depending on p, in such a way that fP is written as fP(~lrxn_l) = A(,u) (z~,x+.~), where 
A(p) : Rn + is a linear transformation with A(0) ( 21,x,-l) = (~l~,Ax,-l) and IIAII > 0 > 01 
in a neighborhood U of p(p). Moreover, as 01 # oi, for all i = 2,. . . , n, we can assume that 
A(P) (~,x~-l) = (Q(cL)~~,~P)x~-~). Let q(p) b e a smooth prolongation of the homoclinic 
point q in 1,. After a smooth scaling in JR”, we can assume that q(p) = q. Note that this scaling 
does not change the linear behavior of f,. Let K,(,) = Kg := {v E T&l : Of,(u) = 0) be 
the kernel of Dfp at q. We get that dim K* = 1, because at q we have a singularity of fold- 
type. Let V(P) E Kq with Ilw(~)II = 1. G enerically, we can assume that Kq is transversal to 
(0) x RF-l, so we have V(P) = (cos&),O) + sinP(p)v(p)+l, where /3(p) E (-7r/2,7r/2] and 
V(p)n-l E (0) x lRY1 with IIv(p)+1(( = 1. Then we write f;I” in a neighborhood of q as 
.f; (q + Q4cL) + (O,xn-1)) = f,N(q) + M(p),-1X,-l f (a& 0) 
+ (H1(~1,~1,x,-l),Hn-1(1~,~~1,xn-l)), 
(1) 
where M(p),_1 : IRn-’ 4 Rn is the injective linear transformation Df: I (0) x IRF1, cy # 0, 
and H1, H,_l satisfy 
Hl(P,O,O) = 0, Hn-lb, (40) = 0, for all 1-1, 
DHl(O,O,O) = 0, %,.,H1(0,0,0) = +.,Hl(O,O,o) = 0, (2) 
DH,-1 (P, 0,O) = 0, for all p. 
To introduce the change of coordinates, we first need to define some vector quantities. Let 
r : R” + (0) x lR”-l be the Canonical projection, for m big enough, we have that the operator 
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Am(p) o x o M(p),+1 - Id is invertible. So we can define ‘ym(p) := [A”(p) o r o M(p),_1 - 
W1(qn-l - -@‘Y~)(fp(d)n-~)~ Now let 
B = B(p) := 
(3) 
(4 
where Id is the identity operator in P-l. 
The change of coordinates in a neighborhood of q, which we are going to use is given by 
‘L(~,Y~,Y~--I) = (~l~(a,yl,~,-~),~,,,(yl,y,-l)) = (~l,Pr,%-r), where 
a = bx% - a+ eYM(P)n-lYm(P))l] 
b -P(P) 7 (5) 
@a,mb17Yn-1) = Q + (0, BY,-1 +-h(p)> + byIt@). 
Here 0, is defined on K = {(a,yl,y,-I) : Jai < 3, ]yl] < 3, and ]]y,+r]] < 3). Using (3) 
and (4), it is easily checked that \km(K) --) q when m -P 0;). So the different compositions of 
mappings which we are going to do are well defined. From (5), the inverse S;l(p., gl, yn_r) = 
(a, yr, ~~-1) takes the form 
a = [4v,“q1 - a+ Gvu)n-lYm(P))l] 
b COSP(P) 
, 
(fil - Ql) 
y1 = bcos P(p) ’ 
Yn-1 = 23-l (yn-1 - rm(p) - qn-l - by1 sinP(p)v(p),-1) 
= B-l (Pm-1 - h-1 - r7n.(P) - (51 - 41) tmP(P)v(p),-I) .
(6) 
Let &,m(~l,~n-l) := Q,t, 0 Pp,m O@‘a,m(Yl,Yn-1) := (~p,m(Y1,Yn-1)1,~ji,l,m(Y1,Yn-l)n-l) 
and N(/.L)~-~ := f;l” o M(p)n_lB/b cosp(p). We obtain from (3)-(6), 
Avz(Ylr Yn-1)l = a + (N(a)+lYn-I)1 + y: + b;o;;;a) 9 
#+vn(~l,~n-l)n-1 = B-’ [(W)n-lyn-&z-l + Am(p)%-~] 
- sinP(a)bB-’ [(~a,m(~l,~n-l)l)~(a)n-l], 
where fir, fin-r are Hr, H,+l, respectively, evaluated at (/.J, byl, By,_1 + ‘ym(p)). 
As (a, yr, yn-1) varies in a compact set, we get from (3)-(5) and T~(/.L)‘s definition that 
by1 
IIBY+I + ~m(~)ll = 0 (f) and 
(7) 
(8) 
It is checked in a straightforward way (see [9, pp. 48-521 or [6, Section 2.1)) that: 
- there exists C not depending on m such that: ]]N(~)n_ry’n-1)r])~7 5 C; 
- fir is decomposed as fir = Cgr + Lfil + Q&l + a,, where C&r only depends on a, 
Lfil, &I?1 contain linear and quadratic terms in yn-1, respectively, and Rr contains 
higher-order terms. 
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We have that 
- In the same way as the last item, we get for fin-i the respective C&-i, L&-r, Q&-i, 
and 8,-i with similar estimates on their CT norms. 
So from the above estimates, we are in the hypotheses of Proposition 2, therefore, we have an 
invariant curve S,,, of &,,. It follows that & ) S,,, is conjugated to 
L,(Yl) = Az,m (Yl7 hdYl))l 
=a+ 
[c&(a) + Lfil (I) + Qfil @(YI))] 
bcosP(a) 
+ (Na)n-l~a(ydh + d + bcosT 
m 
(a) 
= da, ~1) f HI, 
where p(a, yl) is a quadratic polynomial in yi and ‘Hi converges to zero when m -+ 00 in the 
C’ topology. So fa converges to a family p(a, ye) which is smoothly conjugated to the quadratic 
family Qs(yi) = y: + s. I 
PROOF OF ITEM (ii). We will assume n = 2, since the general case is done as in Item (i). Let 
o = (pcosO,psinO) E Cc be the eigenvalue of Dfp(p(p)). G enerically, we can write after a smooth 
change of coordinates 
A(P)(T Y) = f,( ~i,2~) = (pcOs&rl + PsinO22, -psinBsi + pcosezz), 
where p = p(p) and 0 = O(b). So, for all n 2 1, we have 
An(~1,~2) = (pn COS&E~ + pn sin8,z2, -pn sinf&zl + ,cn cosf3,z2), 
where On = nBmod2n. We can also choose the coordinate systems in such a way that q(,u)2 = 0, 
for all p. As in (l), we write 
f: (Q + QG) + (0, x2)) = f/Y(Q) + @(CL)Z2, d(p)22) + (a& 0) 
+ (Jfl(P, 21,22), H2(p, 21, z2)) 1 
with V(P) = (cosP(p), sin@)) and (Hi,H ) 2 sa is m analogous equalities to (2). Now define t’ fy’ g 
b = b(p) := cos@(p)/(cosO, (Y/I”) and B = B(p) := cos2 p(p)/(cos2 em cr b(p) p2”). TO set the 
change of coordinates *m(a, yi, yz), we first let y = (p”fNq2 - qs)/(I - pmd(p)), so pm(a, yi, ~2) 
is given in an implicit way by a = (p"[ffLNql - P(~)Y,,J cos t$,, - ql)/b cosP(p) and @a,m(y~, y2) = 
q + (0, By2 -I- rm(p)) + bylv(p)). Then after resealing, the Poincare return first map is written 
as follows: 
+a,m(~1,~2h = a + ~2 + YT + [O(l) + 0 (P”) +h + 0 (p2”) H1] sink, 
dhm(yl, y2)2 = -0 (P”“) b (-+) (a + Y?) + 0 (P”) Hl] sin 0, 
+ 0 WY [d C/4 a,m))y2 +O(P~~) HZ] -o(pn)~a,m(~1,~2)1sinP(~). 
NOW choosing a subsequence {e,,} such that emi + 0 with rni + co, we can apply Proposition 3 
to get the thesis. I 
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